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NOURRITERRE IN 10 NUMBERS
Launched in

Invested amount since inception

2016

EUR 11 M

4 Luxembourg Special Purpose
Vehicles

2 collaborations (Miimosa and
Alterfin)

4-6 years
investment horizon with
intermediate repayments

6 Impact Objectives to transform
our food system

62% AuM of direct
investments

18 countries
42 investees directly
supported

Alignment with

7 SDG
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1. THE PROGRAMME | POSITIONING
NourriTerre is an investment program launched
by Quadia in 2016 with the objective of
financing companies in the agri-food sector that
respect the principles of healthy and ecological
agriculture. The programme is diversified with
direct investments in companies and investment
funds that follow the same principles.
NourriTerre is a program currently encompassing
4 distinct portfolios constituted through a
Luxembourg
Special
Purpose
Limited
partnership, with Quadia Sarl as General Partner.
The investment horizon is 4 to 6 years
depending on the portfolios, with intermediate
capital repayments and a final repayment
completed with capital gain.
We believe that the food industry is changing
and that new companies will meet the needs
and desires of consumers rather than the
traditional industrial players in the food industry.

Across the value chain, from seeds to Internet
distribution
and
consumption
tools,
entrepreneurs are inventing a new economy
that takes into account the challenges of
sustainability and the preservation of our
natural resources. Integrating environmental
and social impact into an investment strategy
reduces future risks and positions the portfolio
within a fairer economy.
2. OVERVIEW OF 2020
In 2020 NourriTerre deployed EUR 2.6m of
which EUR 1.5m in new funding to the
sustainable food sector, which has become
even more fundamental in the context of the
health crisis. A sector considered essential, but
also better understood in its environmental
and social components by a larger part of
consumers in confinement and more attentive
to the proximity and quality of their food. It is
indeed a sustainable food system that makes it
possible to be resilient. With broken supply
chains or closed borders, support for local and
regional actors is important.

INVESTSMENTS SINCE INCEPTION
By the end of 2020, NourriTerre has invested directly in 42 companies (directly and in partnership
with Alterfin and Miimosa), as well as in funds such as INOKS.

Technology

SOCAK

Consumption

Value Chain
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3. IMPACT POSITIONING
POSITIONING

Impact investing is an engaged financial act rather than a thematic investment that goes beyond
exclusion and footprint. The aim is to select, for the NourriTerre programme, companies providing
positive impact solutions and to support them in creating fairer value chains. For Quadia, a company
that brings about a major change in the behaviour of the producer and/or the consumer has a real and
lasting positive impact.
CONVENTIONAL
INVESTING

RESPONSABLE
INVESTING

No impact criteria

Exclusion,
ESG Themes,
«Best in Class»
approach,
ESG risk mitigation

ISR CONVICTION

PROFIT ONLY

A theory of
change with six
objectives
to
work
towards
transforming our
food
system,
making it more
sustainable, fair
and beneficial to
all stakeholders.

...invests in bold companies that are
reinventing their economy and
influencing their sector...
Preserve
biodiversity
and the living

Sustainable
Agriculture

Grants

RIISKS AND ESG OPPORTUNITIES
Ambition to finance a more sustainable economy
Measurable Impact Financing
IMPACT ONLY

...by providing impactful and
NOURRITERRE
exemplary solutions...

NRT

PHILANTROPHY

Selection of companies
with a positive social &
environmental impact
intention, impact
measurement and
commitment

ISR approach with a
specific focus on
sustainable themes
«Best in Universe»

FINANCIAL RETURN

A UNIQUE
APPROACH

IMPACT
INVESTING

...to accelerate the transformation
towards healthy food that respects
people and regenerates sustainable
ecosystems.

Promote
Healthy and
accessible food
products

Improving
natural
resource
use

Fostering
Circular
Production and
consumption

Supporting
local
communities

Sustainability,
Security, Equity in
Food Systems.

Promoting
Fair value
chains

AN IMPACT
FRAMEWORK AND
MANAGEMENT TOOL
6 objectives and 19 indicators
form the core of our impact
assessment framework. The
objectives are expressed as a
percentage, based on a score of
0 to 1. We assess, measure and
participate in creating impact
with our investee to rethink our
food system and move towards
sustainable farming methods.

OBJECTIVES

INDICATORS

Improving
natural
resource
use

-Waste
-Renewable
energy
-Resource
efficency

Preserve
biodiversity
and the
living

Fostering
circular
production
and
consumption

-Soil
preservatio
n
-Agroecological
production
methods
- Animal
welfare

-Circular
supplies
-End of life
and resource
recovery
-Sharing
plateforms
-Food waste

Promoting
healthy and
accessible-toall food
products
-Nutritional
quality
-Healthy
diets
-Product
accessibility

Promote fair
value chains

Supporting
local
communities

-Fair
remuneration
-Fair supply
Chain
Management
-Corporate
governance
-Lead for
change

-Local sourcing
-Community
development
-Development of
related local
sectors
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4. ALIGNMENT WITH THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The NourriTerre program contributes directly to 11 targets
of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
In relation to 2019, SDG 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy) has been removed from our
analysis as it is more indirect than fundamental to business activity, while
SDG 13 is more relevant to good practice in sustainable agriculture.
Cible 13:1

Strengthen resilience
and adaptive capacity to climaterelated hazards and natural disasters
in all countries

Cible 1:4

By 2030, ensure that all men
and women, in particular the poor and the
vulnerable, have equal rights to economic
resources, as well as access to basic services,
ownership and control over land and other
forms of property, inheritance, natural
resources, appropriate new technology and
financial services, including microfinance.

Cible 13:3:

Improve education,
awareness-raising and human and
institutional capacity on climate
change mitigation, adaptation, impact
reduction and early warning.

Cible 2:4

By 2030, ensure sustainable food
production systems and implement resilient
agricultural practices that increase productivity
and production, that help maintain ecosystems,
that strengthen capacity for adaptation to
climate change, extreme weather, drought,
flooding and other disasters and that
progressively improve land and soil quality.

Cible 15:5

Cible 10:1

Cible 8:10

Take urgent and
significant action to reduce the
degradation of natural habitats,
halt the loss of biodiversity and,
by 2020, protect and prevent the
extinction of threatened species

By 2030, progressively
achieve and sustain income growth of
the bottom 40 per cent of the population
at a rate higher than the national
average

Cible 12:2

By 2030, achieve the
sustainable management and efficient use of
natural resources
Cible 12:3 By 2030, halve per capita
global food waste at the retail and consumer
levels and reduce food losses along
production and supply chains, including postharvest losses

Strengthen the capacity of
domestic financial institutions to encourage
and expand access to banking, insurance and
financial services for all

Cible 12:5

By 2030, substantially reduce waste
generation through prevention, reduction, recycling
and reuse
Cible 12:6 Encourage companies, especially large
and transnational companies, to adopt sustainable
practices and to integrate sustainability information
into their reporting cycle
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4. ALIGNMENT WITH THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The NourriTerre program, through its direct investments, contributes directly to 7 of the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

23 companies have set up program
for local communities (education,
health, etc.)

+ 519 500
supported

small-scale

farmers

+ 500 000 of
communities reached

local

10 cooperatives in
8 countries (Argentina, Bolivia,
Chile, Ivory Coast, Indonesia,
Peru, France)

10 companies certified Fair Trade
+ 20 companies have fair pay schemes
15 companies have set up training programS for small producers

6 companies have programs dedicated to the integration of women
(Cassia Coop, Apaes, Pamoc, Aduna, Ecookim, Ananas Anam Pinatex)

18 Companies have implemented circular systems through the use of secondary
materials (inputs, packaging, etc.)
1 company specialising in the recovery of organic waste (Ananas Anam Pinatex)
17 companies actively engaged in reducing food waste

15 companies have implemented programs to preserve and restore
terrestrial ecosystems.

Les programmes de restauration des sols ainsi que les actions de protection
de la biodiversité mises en place par 40% des entreprises du programme a un
impact direct sur la lutte contre le changement climatique.
8 entreprises sont approvisionnées en énergie renouvelable.
7

5. IMPACT OF THE NOURRITERRE PROGRAM
Contribution of direct investments of the NourriTerre program to impact targets in 2020.

86%

Actions in favour of soil regeneration and biodiversity protection
lead to an average aggregate score of 86% of potential impact

The implementation of circular practices modifying the mode of
production and consumption, with an emphasis on local sourcing, results
in an average aggregate score of 90%.

86%

The programme contributes to 86% of the potential impact by
producing, processing or marketing high quality food products.

By following Fair Trade principles and offering fair remuneration to
producers, the average aggregate score reaches 92%, thus having a
positive impact on the whole value chain.

84%

90%

92%

By engaging directly with civil society to contribute to change and
support local communities, companies in the program achieve an
average aggregate score of 84%.
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6. CONTEXT OF THE AGRI-FOOD SECTOR
• Global industrial agriculture is considered one of the greatest threats to our planet. It is the second most
polluting sector in the world, particularly due to its low energy efficiency. In Europe, agriculture accounted for
55% of greenhouse gas emissions in 2020. The sector is struggling to reduce these figures according to a report
by the European Environment Agency.
• This sector, already weakened, was not spared by the COVID 19 health crisis. In addition to the closure of
borders restricting the movement of foodstuffs, the closure of restaurants, schools, hotels and local markets
has led to food waste due to the lack of adaptation of industrial production methods. Responsible and local
agriculture is a more resilient alternative that provides solutions to these challenges.
40%
of the world's land is devoted to
agriculture, 70% of which is
grazing land.

8%
of the total share of agriculture is
organic, i.e. 13 million hectares.

Over the next 10 years
the growth in global agricultural
production will be between
emerging and developing
countries.

9 plant species
will provide 2/3 of the world's
agricultural production in 2020

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES OF THE VALUE CHAIN & SOLUTIONS

Raw materials I Agriculture
Transformation
The loss of biodiversity has a direct
impact on agriculture because it
affects the actors of the cultivated
ecosystem such as pollinators, pest
regulators and finally the fertility of
the soil itself.
Labels such as Demeter advocate a
biodiversity-friendly agriculture that
regenerates
the
soil
through
biodynamic farming.

3 types of food additives that are the
most harmful to health are used in
Europe:

• Artificial sweeteners (E951, E420)
• Artificial colours (E102, E103)
• Sodium glutamate (E621, E620)
More transparent labelling allows a
stricter and more restrictive selection
of processed food products and a
better
knowledge
of
their
components.

Distribution

10% of fruit and vegetables are left in
the fields because they do not meet
the beauty standards of the
supermarkets.
In an effort to combat food waste,
some producers recover these fruits
and process them, while others offer
second choice fruits in an anti-waste
section.

Consumption I End of life
Nearly one billion tons of food is
wasted, or nearly 20% of the world's
food supply, according to a UN
report*.
More responsible and reasoned
production combined with raising
awareness of consumption patterns
can have an impact on food waste.

* https://www.unep.org/fr/actualites-et-recits/communique-de-presse/onu17-de-la-nourriture-disponible-pour-les-consommateurs
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7. DISTRIBUTION ACROSS THE VALUE CHAIN AND BY REGION
The companies in the NourriTerre portfolios are actively involved in the transformation of the entire
value chain (production, cooperative, processing, distribution, retail) of our food system. Below is a
breakdown of the program's direct investments across the value chain.
17 companies are
positioned in the
production segment
13 companies operate as cooperatives
16 companies act on the
processing of products
9 companies are positioned in the
distribution segment
8 companies retail their products

1 company is specialised in the
recovery of natural waste

The companies affiliated with the NourriTerre portfolios
contribute to the structuring of value chains and the
sustainable production of key raw materials.

Geographical distribution of the overall
NourriTerre programme

16%

Europe

8%

Africa

45%
South America

14%

Asie

17%

CIS

Grappe

Bresilian Nuts

Sugar Cane

Banana

Baobab

Dattes

Fruits

Tea Leaves

Honey

Coffee Beans

Cocoa

Moringa

Vegetables

Cereals

Rice

Cinnamon
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8. THE WORDS OF OUR INVESTEES

« The quality of the meals served in day care
centers is at the heart of my entrepreneurial
project. Goût'Chou has to have an impact on
both the environment and society. The
support of impact funds allows us to
concretely measure the actions implemented
and to be in a process of continuous
improvement. Thanks to this, we improve our
production processes in order to offer every
day meals in day care centers that are more
beneficial for the children and the
environment. »
Amandine Prat, founder de Goût’Chou

« At Peas&Love we want to reconnect urban
people with each other, with nature and with the
world of agriculture by setting up urban farms in
neighbourhoods or businesses. NourriTerre has
enabled us to finance our R&D shift in part, and in
a way that is adapted to our maturity. The
strength of the program is the accompaniment
and support from experts in the sector who
challenge you, beyond the financial aspects, on
the ecological and social impact of your concept,
to take you further! »
Nicolas Brassier, CEO Peas&Love
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Ananas Anam Pinatex

9. INVESTSMENTS 2020

Wirracocha
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9.1 NEW DIRECT INVESTSMENTS
IMPACT- A FEW EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES
HUDI I France I Food service operator
HUDI is transforming the catering industry through a unique
catering experience, based on inclusive and friendly spaces,
services, healthy food, all to increase well-being at work. The
company is rethinking the customer experience to increase
patronage and satisfaction. Organic, local, seasonal and healthy
products are at the heart of its culinary offer. Founded in 2017, the
company operates 4 locations in Paris.

Mission
As part of "Happytech", HUDI seeks to promote the well-being of
its customers' employees through pleasant and healthy catering
spaces and services.

Solution
HUDI redesigns collective spaces, especially restaurants, to make them more functional, user-friendly and comfortable. HUDI then
takes care of the day-to-day management of the spaces, with chefs and "happy managers". The catering offer is revisited to
develop a high-quality culinary experience, mainly organic, local or fair trade. To complete the experience, partnerships with
Happytech start-ups enable a wide range of services to be offered, such as concierge services, naturotherapy sessions, teambuilding activities, etc., as well as a digital platform to create a link between employees and their dining space.

Impact

NATURAL RESOURCES

25%

BIODIVERSITY

CIRCULAR PROD. & CONSUM.

17%

19%

Anti- food waste measure with
take-away food

100%
seasonal products

HEALTHY & ACCESSIBLE FOOD

FAIR VALUE CHAIN

67%

100%

meals are prepared by a nutritionist

100%
of biodegradable plant materials

LOCAL COMMUNAUTIES

44%

50%

Fair trade certified coffee producers

30%
food commodities from local
agriculture
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Ananas Anam I UK I Production Vegetal leather
Piñatex is a plant-based alternative to leather made from pineapple leaf fibres. It is made from a by-product of existing agriculture
and its production does not require additional land, water, pesticides or fertilisers. Piñatex is currently used in the manufacture of
footwear, accessories, clothing, interior furnishings and in automotive upholstery. The material was developed after seven years
of R&D by Dr. Carmen Hijosa, a committed entrepreneur experienced in the design and manufacture of leather products.

Mission
Pineapple Anam (Piñatex) is dedicated to addressing the harmful
practices of the fashion and agricultural sectors. The company is
committed to promoting a more sustainable lifestyle, improving the
use of natural resources and creating a positive impact for
communities.

Solution
Piñatex offers a highly flexible texture that meets the standard technical
requirements of textiles. In addition, it is made from a widely available
agricultural by-product that does not require additional land, water, fertiliser or
pesticides. The material is produced to high ethical labour standards and
ensures new sources of income for farming communities.

Impact

NATURAL RESOURCES

BIODIVERSITY

CIRCULAR PROD. & CONSUM.

25%

75%

50%

30%
Reduction in fossil fuel
consumption

Collaboration with Dole, which has
been practising organic farming
for 20 years

HEALTHY & ACCESSIBLE FOOD

FAIR VALUE CHAIN

50%

83%

Pineapple leaves are organically
grown

B Corp Certification

95%
of resources are renewable

LOCAL COMMUNAUTIES

58%

More than100 jobs created in the
Philippines in 2020
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Goût Chou I France I Transformation & Distribution
Faced with the lack of regulatory constraints imposed on collective catering companies and the observation
that the recommended nutritional recommendations for meals adapted to young children are not
systematically respected, Goût'Chou was founded in 2016. The company prepares and delivers organic,
balanced meals made from fresh produce to nurseries in the Lyon and Roanne areas.

Mission
Goût'Chou offers meals at a fair price that meet the nutritional
needs of young children according to their age while respecting the
rhythm of the seasons. In addition, Goût'Chou's mission is to make
parents and children aware of a balanced diet from an early age.

Solution
Goût'Chou cooks 100% organic, homemade meals in a central kitchen
and delivers them every morning to the crèches, accompanied by
activities in the crèches in collaboration with a dietician. Goût'Chou
has put in place logistics and practices adapted to the specific needs
and constraints of the nurseries.

Impact

NATURAL RESOURCES

BIODIVERSITY

CIRCULAR PROD. & CONSUM.

75%

83%

67%

100%
Renewable energy

100%
Of the products are organic

HEALTHY & ACCESSIBLE FOOD

FAIR VALUE CHAIN

Tray deposit service with a
discount

LOCAL COMMUNAUTIES

100%

92%

67%

100%
of meals are reviewed and validated
by a nutritionist specialising in early
childhood

100%
producers paid a fair price

>50%
profits returned to a development
reserve
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9.2 NEW INVESTMENTS VIA ALTERFIN

Impact

Description

• Coconut Holding contributes to the welfare
of Kenyan smallholder farmers by
facilitating their access to markets.

Coconut Holding processes coconuts into byproducts such as coconut oil, sourcing from a
wide network of small-scale Kenyan farmers,
most of whom are Fair Trade and/or organic
certified. Established in 2015, the company
had 2,580 farmers as of September 2020,
achieving USD 1.5m in annual sales. The
products are sold under the Kentaste brand.

• Offers fair remuneration,
certification support.

training,

• Raising awareness on child labour, waste
management and Covid-19.
• Direct impact on one of the poorest regions
in Kenya
• Coconut Holding helps farmers in their
transition to more environmentally friendly
farming practices.

Description
ALDEA GLOBAL is an association of small producers
located in the Jinotega region of Nicaragua. It
supports its farmer members in the cultivation,
processing and marketing of speciality coffee and
vegetables, and provides them with several services,
including microcredits. Founded in 1992 with 22
producers with the aim of promoting organic
production and improving the living conditions of
local families, the association has since grown
considerably and today impacts the lives of 11,818
members, of which 5,501 are coffee producers.

Impact
• Create new sources of income for local farming
communities
•

Access to international markets for small
producers

• Promotion of environmentally friendly farming
practices
• Promotion of ethical and fair trade
• Promotion of gender equality among the
association's members
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Description
Mavuno Organics is a company specialised in
growing, processing and exporting high
quality exotic fruits to the European market.
Since 2015, it has been sourcing fruit directly,
including fresh Hass and Fuerte avocados,
from a network of nearly 400 farmers in five
Kenyan counties, which it is supporting in
their conversion to organic and sustainable
farming practices.

Impact
• Create new sources of income for
local farming communities
•

Access to international markets for
small producers

• Promotion
of
environmentally
friendly farming practices
• Promotion of ethical and fair trade,
increasing
income
levels
for
producers

Description
WIRACCOCHA partners with 1’400 Peruvian
producers of quinoa, chia and other seeds
traditionally grown in the Andes to promote
sustainable, organic agriculture that respects
producers and local communities, as well as better
nutrition for consumers. The company was founded
in 2008 and obtained organic certification in 2011
for its network of producers, which it has since
greatly expanded. These producers are located in 4
regions of the Peruvian Andes, their fields being on
average between 2’500 and 4’000 metres above sea
level. Our partner Alterfin has been in contact with
the company since 2011.

Impact
• Create new sources of income for local farming
communities
• Superior nutritional quality of food
• Promotion of environmentally friendly farming
practices
• Promotion of ethical and fair trade with the
accreditation of FairTrade, Fair for Life, Fair
Choice
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9.3 NEW INVESTMENTS VIA MiiMOSA

Description
Created in 2015, Groupe Buffon is first of all a
biscuit factory, located in Montbard
(Burgundy), working exclusively with organic
and gluten-free buckwheat flour, under the
brand names Atelier Sarrasin (specialised
networks) and Maison Malansac (mass
distribution). In parallel to this production
activity, the company is now looking to
relaunch the buckwheat industry in France
and it is in this context that it has requested a
debt financing from MiiMOSA.

Impact
• Promotion of virtuous and sustainable
agricultural practices with certified organic
raw materials,
•

Local production

• Support for biodiversity, buckwheat has
remarkable environmental qualities that
allow it to grow without inputs and with
little water
•

Flowers highly appreciated by bees

Impact
Description

• Collaboration with a cooperative of local
breeders

Founded in 1963 in Bourbon l'Archambault in the
Auvergne, SICABA (Société d'Intérêt Collectif Agricole
de Bourbon l'Archambault) is a cooperative slaughter
and processing company. As a symbol of this
organisation in a superior quality chain, SICABA is the
only slaughterhouse approved for the slaughter of
meat under the official quality signs Label rouge, IGP
(protected geographical indication) and "Cœur de
Terroir" Bio. The cooperative is committed to quality
products that fully exploit the work of 350 breeders
and 200 employees, who control the entire meat
production and marketing circuit.

•

Promotion of an ethical, local value chain
favouring short circuits

• Establishment of a fair remuneration
system for producers
•

Specifications compatible with demanding
production standards, respectful of the
environment and limiting animal stress

• Promotion of a healthy diet based on meat
with labels of excellence

18

Peas & Love

10. FOLLOW UP AND EVOLUTION OF 2019
INVESTMENTS

Les Côteaux Nantais
19

10.1 FOLLOW UP OF DIRECT INVESTMENTS
IMPACT EVOLUTION- A FEW EXAMPLE OF COMPANIES

BOU’SOL I France I Processing and retailing

A few Facts

•

•

A few Figures

Production of organically grown
bread and distribution to collective
catering through a network of
solidarity bakeries.
Development of sustainable organic
and local wheat/flour/bread chains
through a network of solidarity
bakeries,
committed
to
a
collaborative and inclusive process.

•

Created in 2013

•

100% organic bread

Impact Evolution
100%
90%
80%
70%

2020

60%
50%
40%

67%

30%
20%

100%
88%

2019

100%
92%
75% 75%
50%

42%

63%

75% 78%

10%
0%
NATURAL
RESSOURCES
NATURAL
RESOURCE
NATURELLES
RESOURCE

BIODIVERSITE
BIODIVERSITY

PROD.
ET CONSO.
CIRCULAR
PROD.
& CONSUM.
CIRCULAIRES

LOCAL
HEALTHY &
ALIMENTATION
CHAINE
DE VALEUR COMMUNAUTES
FAIR VALUE CHAIN
COMMUNITIES
ACCESSIBLE
SAINEFOOD
EQUITABLE
LOCALES
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Detailed explanation of the impact evolution
EDF is the supplier of the 3 bakeries under direct management (the 2 Marseille and
Montpellier). Bou’Sol has gone through a joint purchasing group to buy with several SSE
structures and has subscribed to the Renewable Energy option for all sites. Also under
discussion to possibly put solar panels (in Marseille for example where they have a lot of
surface available).
Readjustment of the score. Use of flour without additives, no pesticides. All flour suppliers
are certified organic, thus promoting production methods that respect biodiversity.
October 2019: Bou'Sol is working with its partners and agri-food companies to initiate a
collaboration on the valorization of crops from the different rotations. Partnership in
progress with Agribio 04 in Provence and Occebio in Occitania.
During the COVID crisis, very strong mobilization on the solidarity axis.
Organized workshops: Groups (mainly children's centers) are welcomed to the production
locations, and this works very well during the holiday periods. Bou'Sol receives different
groups (children aged 7-11 / pre-teens / refugees). These actions are organized by one of the
managers, accompanied by the integration employees. The aim (depending on the age
group) is to have a good time (very good feedback from the participants and their leaders),
to get them out of their daily lives, to talk about eating well and to introduce them to the
bakery profession (to encourage them to take up baking).
Code signed and validated with the millers and farmers prices fixed and agreed downstream
with the clients (Sodexo and Elior) - tripartite in progress.
Significant commitment through the operation and management of the Bou Sol network and
the desire to make organic food available to all (in particular through the endowment fund,
which forms partnerships with charities and social emergency organizations). Promotion of a
unique operation: solidarity bakeries.
Bou’Sol is continuing its efforts to develop local communities with development projects
such as PASTIS which deploys committed actions. For example: Vrac: grouped purchases of
organic products in a short circuit resold at cost price. Livrazou: mutualization of deliveries to
massify the flow and optimize aspects such as energy consumption and service efficiency.
During the COVID crisis, very strong mobilization on the solidarity axis.

21

Achievement 2020 and Positioning

•

Switching to a renewable energy source for all their structures.

•

Strengthening the contribution to soil preservation and biodiversity regeneration
through agricultural methods that exclude the use of pesticides.

•

Anti-food waste commitment with the development of a pilot project of biscuits based
on unsold bread with a logic of recovery, transformation and recovery of materials.

•

Strong mobilization on the solidarity axis during the COVID crisis with the donation of
bread and the deployment of several solidarity and participative projects (PASTIS - Pôle
Alimentaire Solidaire Territorial et d'Innovation Sociétale), including the promotion of
healthy eating through awareness-raising workshops.

22

BIOGROUPE I France I Transformation and Distribution

A few Facts

A few Figures

100% organic products distributed in
specialised organic shops in France and
other European countries.
Sub-brands: Karma (Kombucha and
fermented teas), Ya (vegetable desserts)
& Les Ferments (fermented vegetables))

•
•

•

Created in 2009

•

100% organic, local or fairly
sourced food

•

Sustainable Bioenterprise" label,
Synabio, 2019

•

20 tons of organic tea waste
recycled

Impact Evolution
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

2019

2020

100%

40%

75%

30%
20%

42%

50%

83%

83%

92%

83%

92%
69% 69%

50%

10%
0%
RESSOURCES
NATURAL
NATURELLES
RESOURCE

BIODIVERSITE

BIODIVERSITY

PROD.
ET CONSO.
CIRCULAR PROD.
CIRCULAIRES
& CONSUM.

ALIMENTATION
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Detailed explanation of the impact evolution
Installation of LEDs almost everywhere, use of propane to reduce electricity consumption,
subscription to green energy contracts, detection of movement when doors are opened and
closed in the extensions, monitoring of water consumption every two weeks.
A photovoltaic panel project has been studied. A borehole is also being studied.
Palletising is optimized with internal software. The size of the boxes is adapted from the
design stage
Evolution in the development of spaces that favour soil preservation. Willingness to go
beyond compensation. Organic sustainable company certification - Ecocert
The involvement of the managers in the world of organic farming is well known: Simon is on
the board of directors of Synabio, and co-created the "All about organic farming" campaign.
Demeter label
The maintenance provider for the green spaces has signed a Biogroupe charter: no fertilisers,
no pesticides, height of cuts, pruning of trees and shrubs, to encourage biodiversity.
Beehives are in place. Honey will be distributed to employees. A vegetable greenhouse is
available to employees. Hedges and melliferous species will be planted.
A re-evaluation of the target implies a lowering of the score. However, a new collaboration
with NEAG is reducing food waste. This is not to the detriment of their partnership with the
restaurants du cœur, with whom they have a very good relationship. The production of
yoghurts is done on a forecast basis, which can lead to overproduction. Every month, the
products that cannot be sold are divided between donations to the restaurants of the heart
and the NEAG grocery shops, these actions are complementary and follow a logic with the
increase in stocks linked to the demand. The restos du cœur received 9’000 parcels in 2019.
Promotion of organic, vegan and additive-free products. The whole brand is built around
these principles of eating better while being aware of its environmental impact. Presence on
social networks and communications on these subjects. This explains a slight increase in the
score.
In 2020; local support and partnerships: paddle day 1’700€, Hello Asso (primary forest) 101€,
ESAT donation of 1’500€.
Development of local organic farming, with support for local farmers. Their commitment
throughout the year 2020 allows them to increase their score.
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Achievement 2020 and Positioning

•

Switching to a renewable energy source

•

Biogroupe aims to exchange one reseller or wholesaler for direct sourcing from a
producer each year. This approach promotes a fair value chain and has several aims,
including the promotion of small producers, the revitalization of the sector and the
extension of environmentally friendly and soil regenerating agricultural practices.

•

The “Terre de Demain" project has a local resonance and underlines Biogroupe's
desire to relocate offsetting actions through four initiatives that will be implemented
during 2021.
1. Developing primitive forest-type plots
2. Establishing beehives which, in addition to contributing to biodiversity, could
eventually become a honey farm for the group's products
3. Transforming land into conventional organic farming and thus enabling and
facilitating the transition to organic farming for farmers in the region
4. Develop tea plantations on ½ hectare of land 2km from Biogroupe. This land is
managed by a certified organic farmer who is embarking on an experimental
tea plantation.

•

Obtaining the Bio Entreprise durable label, at the end of 2019, is a first step for
Biogroupe to get up to the level of the B Corp certification which is in progress and
will be finalized during the year 2022.
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LES COTEAUX NANTAIS I France I Production et Transformation

A few Figures

A few Facts

•
•

•

Production and processing of organic
apples, pears and other fruits
Growing high quality fruit according to
biodynamic principles to ensure that
future generations have access to
healthy, affordable, varied and
environmentally friendly food
To maintain local employment in the
long term beyond the harvest season

•

Founded in 1943

•

Label "Sustainable Bioenterprise",
Synabio, 2017

•

Organic label (1970) and Demeter
(1997)

•

100 ha of farms and 5 production
units based in Nantes
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Detailed explanation of the impact evolution

Increase in electricity consumption (27%), reduction in water consumption (2%). The project
to install solar panels on the Caffiniere is planned for the year 2021 for the financial year
2019-2020 no renewable electricity purchased.
Readjustment of the note concerning animal welfare, which is not applicable in the case of
Côteaux Nantais.

Fight against waste by recovering damaged or non-standard raw materials through
processing. Non-compliant but food-safe products are either recycled, donated (to staff and
charities) or composted.
A product shelf life of 4 years. Fruit is treated with thermotherapy, which allows it to be
stored for an additional 3 months.
Organic fruit and products sold with organic fruit, but no review by a nutritionist. Purees with
no added sugar, compote with a little cane sugar (15% against 85% organic fruit, 0% salt and
0% fat), juice with no added sugar.
Adjustment of the note because healthy and organic products.
We have defined as local all the products bought within a 150km radius of the LCN orchards
(Pays de la Loire region FR).
On average, 41% of the fruit is purchased locally in 2019-2020 (42% of apples and 39% of
pears). The other products come from the rest of France, Italy and Germany. This explains
the drop in the score for this objective.
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Achievement 2020 and Positioning

•

A carbon footprint study and report has been completed for the 2019 financial year
and Quadia is working with the company to further improve its impact by
introducing processes based on the regenerative economy. Currently, LCN emits
approximately 15.4kT CO2e primarily from inputs, namely products purchased and
shipped to Cototerra and specifically outsourced juice. LCN's orchards capture up to
12% of CO2 per year and up to 31% with its partners such as Vergers d'Avenir.

•

Les Côteaux Nantais also published their CSR report online, highlighting five central
themes of their business strategy: eco-design & innovation, responsible purchasing,
environment & biodynamics, well-being at work and finally education and
sponsorship.

•

The subject of deposits and reuse has been the subject of a Zero Waste experiment in
the Rennes biocoops. The jars brought back by customers (about 35%) are washed and
sent back to the manufacturers. In addition, in September 2021, Les Côteaux Nantais will
launch a test on the reuse of jars in two of their outlets (Vertou and Marché des
Côteaux).

•

In the course of 2020, the responsible purchasing charter and the responsible purchasing
vision were drafted. The document was sent to suppliers at the launch of the CSR survey
on purchasing in May 2021. Les Côteaux Nantais plans to redefine its responsible
purchasing policy based on this CSR survey.

•

Podcast of the General Manager, Noah Courtial, among other things on the superior
nutritional quality of LCN products and the link with Biodiversity https://www.coteauxnantais.shop/blogs/infos/food-karma-tout-savoir-sur-coteaux-nantais
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Peas&Love I France I Production and Retail Marketing

A few Facts

•

•
•

A few Figures

Development of sustainable
and inclusive urban agriculture
in the form of farms
in France and Belgium
Raising consumer awareness of
access to local and organic food

•
•
•
•

Created in 2016
7 vertical and organic urban
farms
Valorization of 9000m2 of
urban surface
More than 80 varieties of
plants in the farms
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Detailed explanation of the impact evolution
Peas & Love have developed an R&D program to reduce water consumption on their farm in
order to further improve their resource management.
From a cultural approach, this research has led them to systematise mulching (miscanthus,
straw, hemp, RCW, etc.) on the crop beds that allow it, with a significant improvement in
retention, or better said, a slowing of evaporation.
From a technological point of view, tests on the use of hygrometric probes to regulate our
irrigation levels were carried out on the Yooma site. These tests proved to be conclusive and
will be integrated into their smartfarming system. Peas&Love have also carried out tests on a
new, finer and more reliable irrigation management solution which will be deployed in 2022
on all their sites.

A re-evaluation of the objective implies a lowering of the score. However, since this year
Peas&Love has been building the wooden fittings of the farms from pallets recovered in the
Ile de France region in particular. They have also set up a compost recovery system in the Ile
de France farms based on a partnership with the Moulinot company, which recovers and
recycles all types of organic waste.

An expansion of the network of urban farms is planned, but in a structured way: few B2C
farms, many small B2B farms (in companies), to multiply the points of contact in the city on
their theme and thus create links in our sites.
The main aim of the Peas&Love project is to reconnect urban dwellers with each other and
with nature/agriculture in farms that should make them feel good, so that they enjoy living in
their neighbourhood or going to work in their company. This is possible because the
vegetable gardens are low-tech and the contact to the land is maintained.
Peas&Love combines the reception of the public (and all that this implies in terms of design)
and "intensive" yields while remaining low-tech.
The content and programming of the workshops are key to developing relationships with
members of the Peas&Love community. On each farm Peas&Love organises >100 activities
per year. Around the vegetable garden, around the products of the garden, around cooking
and processing as well as around the challenges of the agro-ecological transition.
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Achievement 2020 and Positioning

•

At Peas&Love, awareness and knowledge sharing are the pillars of their model. The
creation of discovery workshops on forgotten vegetables, awareness of the different
growing methods and variations according to the seasons are some examples of the
activities deployed by Peas&Love for its community and all city dwellers curious
about the agricultural world. These activities are extremely successful and
contribute, in their own way, to transforming consumption patterns as well as the
vision of farmers and their profession.

•

Peas&Love is committed to being a gateway (in the city) to local agriculture: "We work
with committed partner farms, we sell their products, invite the farmers to our
homes, and promote them on our social networks. At no time have we positioned
ourselves as a competitor to the farming world. And this will continue to be the case".

•

The challenge for the 2021/2022 season was the company's strategic shift. Now
Peas&Love will also be able to work on CSR issues which are also fundamental in the
development of a sustainable company. The B-Corp certification is a label that
Peas&Love is aiming for in its development strategies for 2022.
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10.2 FOLLOW UP OF INVESTMENTS VIA ALTERFIN

Description
Alterfin is a social investor which, since 1994, has been raising capital in Belgium to invest in developing countries via
microfinance institutions (51% of the activity) and organisations of small producers involved in sustainable agriculture
(47% of the activity). At the end of 2020, the investment portfolio amounted to 89.8 million euros.
Alterfin has been added to the ImpactAssets 50 list, a US database of social investment funds worldwide, greatly
increasing its visibility. Alterfin is B Corp certified. Active in 35 countries, with 165 partnerships, including 84 in
microfinance and 77 in sustainable agriculture, Alterfin is developing its activities through 4 funds.
Quadia finances around twenty companies through Alterfin.

Mission

Solution

Alterfin aims to improve the livelihoods and living
conditions
of
socially
and
economically
disadvantaged people and communities, primarily in
rural areas of low- and middle-income countries
around the world.
Here is the link to their impact report for more
specifics*.

Alterfin provides financial and non-financial services to
its partners by mobilising funds mainly from individual
investors and socially responsible institutions (1);
structuring and promoting ethical and sustainable
investments (2); developing networks with like-minded
organizations (3).

Position
Alterfin acts as a link between investors in the North who want to make sense of their money and the needs of
entrepreneurs and farmers in the South. To mobilize capital, Alterfin offers to subscribe to shares and thus carries out
its social mission by financing microfinance institutions and cooperatives of farmers and producers engaged in fair
trade. At the end of 2020, Alterfin had 6’146 cooperative members who contributed a capital of 66 million euros. As a
social investor, Alterfin must meet both financial objectives (to ensure the sustainability of its activities) and social
objectives.

Covid-19 Situation

Alterfin's strategy of focusing its support on sustainable agriculture proved particularly effective during the Covid-19
crisis. Throughout the year, the sustainable agriculture sector showed great resilience in the face of the pandemic, not
least because of its key role in the economies of the countries where Alterfin is active.

Impact 2020
• 77 organisations actives dans l’agriculture durable et familiale
• 104 514 producteurs financés
• Investissements qui impactent directement la vie de 3 673 315 familles
• 66% des producteurs financés par Alterfin sont certifiés commerce équitable
• 92% ont adopté l’initiative travail décent
• 46% des partenaires proposent des formations continues
• 75% des partenaires d’Alterfin sont certifiés agriculture biologique
• 58% des partenaires d’Alterfin disposent d’une politique de gestion environnementale
• 55 619 agriculteurs ont bénéficié de formations sur les bonnes pratiques agricoles

* https://www.alterfin.be/sites/default/files/files/Annual_Report_Alterfin_2020.pdf
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10.3 FOLLOW UP OF INVESTMENTS VIA MiiMOSA

Description
Founded in 2015, MiiMOSA is the 1st participatory financing platform exclusively dedicated to agriculture and food.
To accelerate, through financing, the agricultural, food and energy transition, MiiMOSA has created different simple,
fast and inclusive financing tools allowing citizens and legal entities to access an innovative asset class and bringing
returns, meaning and transparency. The financial tools range from matching donations to participatory loans (since
April 2018) and mini bonds (since January 2019).
By the end of 2020, the platform and its 250,000 members had supported more than 3,500 projects through €35
million in funding. Via MiiMOSA, Quadia finances Pinot Bleu, Pôles Viandes, Rutabago, Groupe Buffon and Sicaba.

Mission

Solution

Accelerating the transition to agriculture, food and
energy through financing
Raise awareness among the general public and
institutions about the challenges of agriculture and food
Create a movement around the main issues of our
century (food, environment, climate)

Internet platform allowing (1) entrepreneurs in the
field to access new sources of financing and (2) the
general public and legal entities to collectively finance
meaningful projects.

Position
Present in France (2015) and Belgium (2017), MiiMOSA is now the European leader in alternative finance for the
agricultural, food and energy transition. Among the main themes of the transition, MiiMOSA supports agroecology,
organic farming, carbon reduction, renewable energies, agroforestry, free-range farming and animal welfare, etc.
In 2020, MiiMOSA carried out a survey among 4'500 people, farmers, entrepreneurs and savers in order to measure in
a concrete way the impact of the platform.

Covid-19 Situation
In 2020, in order to respond to the consequences of the sanitary crisis on the agricultural community, MiiMOSA has
implemented concrete solutions such as facilitating the exchange between farmers and citizens, encouraging popular
initiatives, offering meals to caregivers as well as setting up a new short-term loan offer. All these actions support
local agriculture and food in a critical period.

Impact 2020
• 57% of farmers say that the fundraising enabled them to finance their first
agro-ecological transition project
• 3’500 projects financed
• Gender parity of project leaders, inclusive and non-discriminatory policy
• 62% of contributors say they feel closer to the agricultural and food world

• 13 biodynamic farm projects financed by 1’500 contributors
• Market gardening, viticulture, breeding, beekeeping, brewing, a diversification
of projects supporting a reasonable and reasoned agriculture that protects
biodiversity and allows the regeneration of the soil
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11. INDIRECT INVESTMENTS
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11.1 OVERVIEW OF INOKS CAPITAL’S IMPACT

Description
Launched in August 2006 by INOKS Capital, INOKS Ancile is an investment fund specializing in the commodity value
chain. The company finances the growth of companies that respect social and responsible criteria (SRI ESG) and
generate a positive environmental and social impact. INOKS has won several awards for its work and has supported
more than 100 companies in emerging markets and works with more than 500 stakeholders.
The fund has an attractive and consistent return of around 10% annualized, with a volatility of less than 1.5%. Since its
inception, INOKS has deployed USD 2.8bn and currently has USD 600m in assets under management.

Mission

Solution

Directly finance growing companies in the commodity
value chain to generate sustainable and social wealth.

Providing short-term strategic capital to emerging
market SMEs focused on agricultural commodities
(90% of investments) and metals while tracking (cash
in and cash out) their entire value chain with strict
risk and collateral management.

Combining economics, ethics, sustainability and
performance.

Position
Financing the value chain (mainly logistics and processing), without leverage and without speculation on products
(such as grains and soft commodities).
Offer creative engineering where conventional banks are not efficient. To provide particularly efficient capital
management for investors seeking diversified products without exposure to financial markets. INOKS invests for an
average term of 180 days with transactions ranging from EUR 1 to 15 million. Assets are deployed in a number of
emerging markets: Africa (22%), Asia (9%), CIS (43%), LaTAM (4%).

Impact
Social and environmental impact:
Investment in 3 sectors of activity
• Through 4 axes of intervention: poverty reduction, food security, environmental quality and women
empowerment
• Following 10 objectives: local availability, self-sufficiency, access to finance, access to market, optimization
of resource use, consistent quality, stable price, competitive market, transparency of operations, value
added production
• The establishment with Quadia of an Impact Committee and an internal measurement process.
• Since 2017, Inoks has published a detailed annual impact report*.
The INOKS fund actively contributes to 5 of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals:

* https://www.inokscapital.ch/impact-publications/
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QUADIA
contact@quadia.ch
Square de la Comédie 1
1205 Geneva
Switzerland
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